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Seeker: My Shadow

Seeker: My Shadow is set in a mesmerizing VR environment with a fascinating
narrative and exciting tale that players of all ages can discover and enjoy. You step
in the shoes of a mountain-sized giant, Spirit, and your goal is to lead and assist a
tiny yet courageous Seeker named "Kippo" through a collection of casual puzzle
levels set in serene and imaginative surroundings.

Single Player & Local Co-op
Explore the diverse set of compelling levels and discover the story by overcoming
casual yet demanding puzzles as a single player, or as an asymmetric cooperative
with your mate. Locate and retrieve the lost Seeker Eggs and collect the concealed
cards from each level while engaging in the exciting, puzzling and family-friendly
scenery that sends you on an immersive adventure. In co-op mode, you'll get to
play as one of the players, either Kippo or the Spirit, while your partner controls the
other.

Trailer on YouTube youtu.be/uRbRMMOReWM

PlayStation store link store.playstation.com/en-us/concept/10006878

Press kit on Google Drive
drive.google.com/drive/folders/1j4-u9dsI9NtW_W1GsXE7-tA7G2RdGUO3?usp=sharing

https://youtu.be/uRbRMMOReWM
https://store.playstation.com/en-us/concept/10006878
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1j4-u9dsI9NtW_W1GsXE7-tA7G2RdGUO3?usp=sharing


Seeker: My Shadow is created by Jestercraft, and published by VRKiwi based in
Oulu, Finland.

About Jestercraft
Game studio from Jyväskylä, Finland. We craft games and tell the stories of those
journeys.
We craft to impress, express and entertain. Either ourselves or others. We dive
deep into the crafts of others. To feel, learn and enjoy. By doing so, we create
stories to share.

About VRKiwi
VRKiwi is an indie VR studio and game publisher by MeKiwi. Our job is to save
developers from the struggles of publishing their amazing VR games, and to help it
we make our own games too!
We have grown to be the leading VR game publisher in Finland today. Our first VR
game Cave Digger was released as a Steam demo in 2018. Following content
updates and more platforms,
it reached the 2nd most-sold game on Meta Store for the month of July 2021. Since
Cave Digger, we have released several VR games to many platforms as both the
publisher and the developer.
We love to join fellow indie devs in making and launching good games! The most
beautiful work is teamwork.
Link tree https://linktr.ee/vrkiwigames

https://linktr.ee/vrkiwigames

